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Abstract— SQL (structure query language) injection is one of threats to the applications, which are Web-based
application, Mobile application and even desktop application, which are connected to the database. By
implementing SQL injection, attacker can gain full access to the application or database so that it can remove or
change significant data irresponsibly. Applications that do not properly validate the user’s input make them
vulnerable against SQL injection. SQL Injection Attacks (SQLIA) occurs when an attacker is able to insert a
series of malicious SQL statements into a ―query‖ through manipulating user input data for execution by the
back-end database. Using this type of threats, applications could be hacked easily and steal the confidential data
by the attacker. In this paper we present classical and modern types of SQLIA and display different existing
technique and tools which are used to detect or prevent these attacks.
Keywords— SQL injection, Database security, PDO, Web application, SQLite.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the Internet is becoming a wide-spread information infrastructure. The Utilization and fast progress of
the Internet infrastructure has motivated the increasing amount of data stored in a database lately. Increasing the
number of users and the heavy dependence on digital information is led to the importance of securing data or
information spatially if this information about commercial, corporate businesses, institutions, organizations,
numerous financial transactions, health information, personal information and other internet based services. Via
Internet all web applications can be accessed using any web browsers that run on any operating systems. Web
applications have become the interface that is widely used to retrieve or insert these data or information [1]. The
web application with a database that stores important information is one of the targets of the SQLIA, since the
databases are absolutely accessible by attacker by injecting SQL queries that are retrieved by web application. As
user information is frequently kept in these databases, important information is lost and the security violate.
Furthermore, foundation of smartphones gave rise to a lot of creative technology and gave a new aspect to the use of
mobile phones for the users. There are two types of smartphone operating systems commonly seen in the market
Android and IOS [2]. Most Android applications need to save data like user settings or large amounts of information
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about application in files or built-in database, which is called SQLite databases [3]. As SQLite is one type of
database, so it is also affected by SQLIA. Thus, it is important to realize that all applications, whether they are web,
mobile and desktop applications, connect to the database are targets of SQLIA.

II. DEFINITION OF SQLIA
SQL Injection is one of the most common threats to a database system in which the attacker adds SQL statement to
an application form input box, to gain access the resources or make changes to data stored into database. Lack of
input validation in applications causes attacker to be successful. In an SQL Injection attack, the attacker injects a
string input through the application, which changes or manipulates the SQL statement to the attacker‟s advantage.
An SQL Injection attack can harm the database in various ways, such as unauthorized manipulation of the database,
or retrieval of sensitive data. It can also be used to execute system level commands that may cause the system to
deny service to the application. This issue is very risky because it can cause data loss or misuse of data by parties
who are not authorized and as result the functionality and confidentiality are destroyed [4]. Basically, the process of
SQLIA is illustrated in Fig.1:

Fig. 1: SQLIA procedure.

III. RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH SQL INJECTION ATTACK
SQL injection is harmful and the risks associated with it provide motivation for attackers to attack the database.
The main consequences of these vulnerabilities are attacks on the following characteristics [5]:
a) Authorization: Critical data that are stored in a vulnerable SQL database may be altered by a successful
SQLIA.
b) Authentication: If there is no any proper control on input fields inside the authentication page, it may be
possible to login into a system as a normal user without knowing the authenticated user.
c) Confidentially: Usually databases are consisting of sensitive data such as personal information, credit card
numbers and/ or social numbers. Therefore, loss of confidentially is a terrible problem with SQL Injection
vulnerability.
d) Integrity: By a successful SQLIA not only an attacker reads sensitive information, but also, it is possible to
change or delete this private information.
e) Database Fingerprinting: The attacker can determine the type of database being used in backend so that he
can use database-specific attacks that correspond to weakness in a particular database management system [4].

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF SQLIA
There are numerous research papers that present a classical SQL Injection attacks, and Detection and Prevention
techniques, while the modern SQL Injection attacks, which are the most dangers, are not presented. Therefore, in the
following subsections we will discuss and analysis the modern types of SQLIA besides present the classical types.
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A. Classical Types of SQLIA
As presented in many papers, the classical types of SQLIA can be listed as follows:
1. Tautologies: Tautology-based attacks work through injecting code by one or more conditional SQL statement queries in order
to make the SQL command evaluate as a true condition such as (1=1) or (- -). The most common use of this technique is to
bypass authentication on web pages resulting in access to the database. The SQL query shown in Fig. 2 illustrates the tautology
SQLIA [6].

Fig. 2: Tautology attack
.

2. Piggy-backed Query: Piggy-backed queries is a type of attack that compromises a database using a query delimiter, such as
";", to inject additional query statements to the original query. In this method the first query is original whereas the subseq uent
queries are injected. This attack is very dangerous; attacker can use it to inject virtually any type of SQL command. The SQL
query shown in the following figure illustrates the Piggy-backed query attack [6].

Fig.3: Piggy-backed attack.

3. Logically Incorrect: Logically Incorrect attack takes advantage of the error messages that are returned by the

database for an incorrect query. These database error messages often contain useful information that allow
attacker to find out the vulnerable parameter in an application and the database schema. The SQL query mention
in the following figure describes Logically Incorrect attack [5].

Fig.4: Logically Incorrect attack.

4. Union query: Union query injection is called as statement injection attack. In this attack, attacker insert

additional statement into the original SQL statement. This attack can be done by inserting either a UNION query
or a statement of the form “;< SQL statement >” into vulnerable parameter, as shown in Fig 5. The result of this
attack is that the database returns a dataset that is the union of the results of the original query with the results of
the injected query [5].

Fig. 5: Union query injection attack.

5. Stored Procedure: In this technique, attacker focuses on the stored procedures which are present in the database

system. Stored procedures run directly by the database engine. it is a piece of code which is exploitable. Stored
procedure gives true or false values for the authorized or unauthorized clients. For SQLIA, attacker will write “;
SHUTDOWN; --" with login or secret key. The SQL query, mention in the following figure, will be produced
the stored procedure attack [7].
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Fig. 7: Stored Procedure attack.

6. Inference: Using Inference attack enable the attacker changing the behavior of a database or application. This

type of attack can be classified into two well-known techniques, which are: Blind injection and timing attack.
a) Blind Injection: This type of SQLIA occurs when programmers forget to hide an error message which causes the
database application insecure, this error message help SQLIA to compromise the database through asking a series
of logical questions through SQL statements. The following figure illustrates the blind injection attack [6].

Fig. 8: Blind Attack.

b) Timing Attacks: This type of attack permits an attacker collects information from a database by observing timing
delays in the database's responses. This kind of attack used if condition statement to achieve a time delay purpose.
WAITFOR is a keyword along the branches, which causes the database to delay its response by a specified time.
The following figure illustrates timing attack query [6].

Fig. 9: Timing Attack.

7. Alternate Encodings: This type of attack occurs when attacker modify the injection query via using alternate

encoding, such as hexadecimal, ASCII, and Unicode. By means of this way, the attacker can escape from
developer‟s filter, which scan input queries for special known "bad character". When this type of attack combines
with other attack techniques it could be strong, because it can target different layers in the application so developers
need to be familiar to all of them to provide an effective defensive coding to prevent the alternate encoding attacks.
The SQL query, which is shown in Fig 10, describes the alternate encoding attack [5].

Fig. 10: Alternate encoding attack .
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B. Modern types of SQLIA
In this subsection is presented an overview for modern types of SQLIA and mention example for each type, as
follows [8]:
1. Fast Flux SQL Injection Attack:
By using this type of SQLIA, attacker intents to extract data from the database and phishing. The phishing is a social
engineering attack in which an attacker fraudulently acquires sensitive information from the user by incorporating as
a third party. Traditional phishing host can be detected very easily just by tracking down the public Domain Name
Server (DNS)or the IP address. This trace back technique could lead to the shutdown of the hosting websites. The
attacker realized that conducting like that attack could have significant effect on load balancing of a server;
therefore, to protect its criminal assets, the operator of phishing websites started using Fast Flux technique. Fast Flux
is a Domain Name Server technique which is used to hide phishing and malware distribution sites behind an ever
changing network of compromised host. Fig 11 illustrates Fast Flux SQL attack technique [8].

Fig.11: Fast flux attack [8].

2. Compounded SQL Injection Attack:

This type of SQLIA is a combination derived from a conjunction of SQLIA and other Web Application Attacks. The
attacker intents to attack the database and cause more serious effect then other classical types of SQLIA (which are
previously discussed). The rapid development of prevention and detection techniques against various SQLA,
enforced the malicious attackers to develop a technique called compounded SQL Injection. Compounded SQLIA can be
detailed as follows [8]:

 SQL Injection + DDos (Distributed Denial of Service) Attacks: this attack is used to hang a server, exhaust the
resources so that the user cannot able to access it. The different SQL commands which can be used in SQL
Injection in order to keep track with DDOS Attack is to encode, compress, join etc. The following figure shows
the sample code that is used to perform SQL DDOS attack [8].

Fig. 12: SQL Injection + DDos attack.

 SQL Injection + DNS (Domain Name Service) Hijacking: By using this type of attack, the attacker intent to
embed the SQL query in DNS request and to capture it and makes its way onto the internet. Fig. 13 demonstrates
how this attack is performed [8].

Fig. 13: SOL Injection + DNS attack.
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 SQL Injection + XSS (Cross Site Scripting): XSS is the client side code injection attack where an attacker can
inject malicious code into the input fields of an application. After inserted the XSS script, it will execute and try to
connect with the database of an application. The extraction code for data from the database can be implemented
using the iframe command [8] as shown in the following figure.

Fig. 14: SQL Injection + XSS (Cross Site Scripting) attack .

 SQLIA using Cross Domain Policies of Rich Internet application (RIA): Cross Domain policies is an XML
file which gives permission to web client application, such as Java, Adobe Flash, Adobe Reader, etc., to access
data in multiple domains. Cross-domain policies define the list of RIP hosting domains that are allowed to retrieve
content from the content provider‟s domain [8]. Fig. 14 illustrates Cross domain policy.

Fig. 15: Cross domain policy [8].

Fig.16 demonstrates the weak code that makes web application is vulnerable to the SQLIA as well as it is vulnerable
to other types of attack.

Fig. 16: A Week Code for the Cross Domain Policy

 SQL Injection + Insufficient Authentication: this type of attack occurs when the user or an administrator is a
novice. The security parameters have not been initialized and the attacker can access to the sensitive content
without verifying the identity of the user. thereby the attacker exploits this vulnerability to inject SQL injection
code. Hence, this type of attack is trouble-free as compared with the other types of attack. The first step is to find
whether the application has insufficient authentication and if it has then the SQL Injection attack can take place
[8].
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V. SQLIA DETECTION AND PREVENTION TECHNIQUES
In the following subsections we will briefly discuss and analysis detection and prevention techniques against
classical types as well as modern types of SQLIA as explained below.
A. Detection and Prevention Techniques against Classical Types of SQLIA
In this section we present the most popular techniques, which are used to either detect or prevent classical types of
SQLIA while they don‟t overcome the modern types of SQLIA [8], as follows:



In [9] the author developed a technique, which is called AMNESIA, that stands for Analysis and Monitoring
for Neutralizing SQLIA. AMNESIA combines dynamic and static analysis for detecting and preventing web
application vulnerabilities at the runtime. AMNESIA uses static analysis to generate different type of query
statements. In the dynamic phase, AMNESIA interprets all queries before they are sent to the database and validates
each query against the statically built models.

 In [6], the authors present a new model, which is shown in Fig. 17, to detect and prevent SQLIA at the runtime
and it was developed based on SQL syntax-aware at the web application layer, and negative taint at the database
layer. Applying negative taint in database layer helps the authors to identify untrusted data at the database layer,
while performing syntax-aware evaluation in web application server of query strings, before executing the query in
the database gives that model several significant advantages over techniques based on other mechanisms. The
advantages of that model apart from efficiency are listed as follows:
 This technique has been successful against all classical types of SQLIAs because the dynamic SQL statement is
monitored through the database layer.
 Also it does not change the web architecture.
while the drawback of this model it imposes very low overhead on the system, that it would be determined by the
network speed and database server access [6].

Fig.17: the architecture of the proposed model in [6].



In [10], the authors presented a tool, which is called SAFELI, which capable of discovering very delicate
vulnerabilities by taking advantage of source code information. SAFELI framework aims at identifying the SQL
Injection attacks during the compile-time. The drawback of this tool that the implementation does not complete,
and dose not overcome the tautologies attack.



In [11] the authors developed a WASP (Web Application SQL Injection Protector) tool which is efficient and
effective in stopping more than 12,000 attacks without generating any false positives in non-real-time
environment. The limitation of this tool can be founded by implemented the approach for the binary applications
and deployed web applications.

 In [12], the author developed a R-WASP (Real Time-Web Application SQL Injection Detector and Preventer)
tool, which capable to stop all attacks effectively and detects SQLIAs in real-time environment. The limitation of
this tool is required more practices in order to mitigate stored procedures attacks efficiently.

 In [1], the authors developed a suitable Real Time Web Application SQL Injection Protector (RT-WASP) tool to
detect SQL injection attacks in stored procedures, besides detecting all classical types of SQLIA. The drawbacks
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of RT-WASP tool that it does not detect the SQL Injection and XSS attack, thus, the authors plan to extend RTWASP technique to encompass SQLI and XSS attack in the web applications [1].

 In [13], the authors proposed a technique that is based on the principle of dynamic query structure validation

which is done through checking query‟s semantics. This major purpose of this technique focuses on this particular
kind of attack, stored procedure attack, along with general prevention.

 In [14], the authors implemented a prevention tool for java which is called SecuriFly. This tool is used to chase
string instead of character for taint information and try to sanitize query strings that have been generated using
tainted input. The limitation of this tool are listed as follows [14]:
 This approach cannot use to stop an injection result from inserting SQL command in numeric fields.
 the main limitation of this approach is the difficulty of identifying all the sources of user input.
 Besides, this technique stops all classical types of SQLIA partially because of limitations of the underlying
approach [5].

 In [15], the authors using a JDBC-Checker, which is technique used for statically checking the correctness type
of dynamically generated SQL queries. JDBC-Checker is able to detect major causes of SQLIA vulnerabilities in
code, which is checking on the improper typing of the query. The drawbacks of this technique are listed as
follows:
 this technique could not catch more general types of SQLIA because in the most of these attacks, the
attacker writes queries correctly.
 As mention in [5] the JDBC-Checker stop all classical types of SQLIA partially.
 In [16], the author presents a Dynamic Candidate Evaluations method for automatic prevention of SQLIA, which
is called CANDID. This technique dynamically extracts the query structures from each SQL query location which
are intended by the developer. Hence, CANDID solves the issue of manually modifying the application to create
the prepared statements. The drawback of this technique is partially stop SQLIAs because of the constraints on the
basic approach.

 In

[17], the author proposed an approach, which is called Swaddler, to analyze the internal state of a web
application. It works based on both single and multiple variables and shows an impressive way against complex
attacks to web applications. Initially, the approach describes the normal values for the application‟s state variables
in critical points of the application‟s components. later, during the detection phase, the approach monitors the
application execution to identify abnormal states. The disadvantage of this approach that it partially detects
SQLIAs because of some limitation of underlying approach.

 In [18], the authors suggest using a DIWeDa, which is a prototype that acts at the session level rather than the
SQL statement or transaction stage, to detect the intrusions in Web applications. The proposed framework is
efficient and could identify SQL injections and business logic violations too. the drawback of this technique that it
does not have the ability to detect all (classical and Modern) types of SQLIA except its ability to detect Inference
attack.

 In [19], the authors used a Positive Tainting and Syntax Aware Evaluation technique that is based on positive
tainting and syntax aware evaluation. Where this technique categorizes input strings as hard coded strings, strings
implicitly created by Java and strings originated from external sources. Besides that, it propagates the trusted or
untrusted markings based on the initialization. Subsequently, a „syntax aware evaluation‟ is performed to evaluate
the propagated strings. Thereby, based on the evaluation result, if untrusted strings are found, such queries are
restricted from passing into the database server for processing, otherwise these queries are passed. According to
[19], the major advantage of this technique is prevent all classical types of SQLIAs, while the drawbacks of this
technique are listed as follows [19]:
 Initialization of trusted strings are determined by developers.
 Persistent storage of trusted strings may cause modern type of attack like (SQL Injection and XSS attack).

 In [20], the authors proposed a technique, which is called SQL Prevent, that is consists of an HTTP request
interceptor. The HTTP requests are saved into the current thread-local storage. Then, SQL interceptor intercepts
the SQL statements that are made by web application and pass them to the SQLIA detector module.
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Consequently, HTTP request is fetched from thread-local storage and examined to determine whether it contains
an SQLIA. The malicious SQL statement would be prevented to be sent to database, if it is suspicious to SQLIA.
SQL Prevent detects all type of SQLIA but as mention in [8] it cannot overcome the modern types of SQLIA.

 In [21], the author highlights the use of Automated approaches in order to prevent SQLI input manipulation
flaws. This approach is based on defensive programming and code review, where in defensive programming an
input filter is implemented to prevent user from entering malicious keywords or characters, this is achieved by
using white lists or black lists. The major advantage of this technique is a low cost mechanism in detecting bugs,
while the major drawbacks of this technique are listed as follows [21]:
 It is required deep knowledge on SQLIAs.
 It is unable to detect the stored procedure attack, Alternate Encodings and (SQL Injection and XSS) attack.

 In [22], the author proposed a technique, which is called SQLIPA (SQL Injection Protector for Authentication),
that adopts hash value approach to further improve the user authentication mechanism. There is a hash value for
username and other for password. Whenever user account is created, the hash values, that represent username
and password, are created and calculated at runtime. The drawback of this technique is the SQLIPA has the
ability to detect the only Tautologies attack and cannot detect other classical and modern types of SQLIA [22]
[8].

 In

[23] the authors highlight the usage of prepared Statements. In case of using the JDBC in database
connectivity, the Prepared Statement interface automatically escapes the special characters before executing the
query. Therefore, the Prepared Statement helps the developer to prevent SQLIA since it separates the values in a
query from the structure of SQL.

 In

[24], the authors proposed a technique which is implemented PDO (PHP Data Object). PDO extension
defines a lightweight, consistent interface for accessing databases in PHP, and has become one of the trends in
developing dynamic web applications that connect to the database. The purpose behind using PDO in [24] is
security, easy installation, faster execution, and flexibility when connected to the system database. PDO
Parameterized Queries can prevent SQL Injection attack which is result from tautologies attack and union attack.
The evaluation result before and after implementation PDO Parameterized query is demonstrated as shown in the
following figure:

Fig.18: The results of PDO test [24].

As mention in [24], the main drawback of this technique that it can prevent tautologies attack and union attack only

 As

mention previously, the Smartphone has built-in database, which is called SQLite, thus smartphone is
vulnerable to SQLIA also. Android platform provides full support for SQLite database and the android developers
develop more precious database API to provide a mechanism for creating selection criteria that protects against
SQL injection. The mechanism divides the selection specification into a selection clause and selection arguments.
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The clause defines the columns while the arguments are values to test against that are bound into the clause.
Because the result isn't handled the same as a regular SQL statement, it is invulnerable to SQL injection [25]. the
following figure shows the snippet that illustrates how to use insert () function and its argument.

Fig. 19: snippet for insert () function in Android platform [25].

B. Detection and Prevention Techniques against Modern Types of SQLIA
In this section we will discuss various techniques for the detection and prevention of modern SQLIA as follows:
 In [26], the authors presented a Fast Flux Monitor (FFM) for real time detection of fast flux service networks
based on using both active and passive DNS monitoring. The proposed approach uses active and passive sensors
derived from DNS monitoring, and fusing the component sensors using a Bayesian classifier. Empirical results
show that FFM can detect single and double flux behavior in real time with operationally acceptable probability of
detection and false alarm rates. Besides, the empirical results demonstrate that the collected fast flux database can
be effectively queried to build automated reports for the security analyst.
 In [27], the further improvement was done by authors of this paper, through developing more suitable method for
the detection of the Fast Flux Networks and SQL Injection Attacks. The authors proposed using Machine
learning methods for detection, which provides an accurate means for improving network egress filtering.
 In [28], the authors discuss the usage of SQLMap in protection of the (SQLI + DNS) Attack. The SQLMap
has the feature of the DNS Ex filtration and there are many command lines specially designed for DNS prevention
and detection. It is compatible with most of the SQL Database versions.
 In [29], the authors suggested using a technique of Crypto-graphical Hash functions for protection from SQLI
+ Insufficient Authentication. The hash functions are automatically generated using Hash Algorithms. In this
method two extra attributes are added which are hash functions for the username and password field. Where the
hash value for each username and password is transferred to the server side for verification.
 In [30], the authors proposed using Noxes tool for protection against XSS attacks + SQL Injection attacks but
Noxes fails to prevent the attack completely since the attacker can use HTML Tags instead of Script Tags for an
Attack., the authors suggest take care about HTTP request and prevents the modification done on the HTTP
header and has the functionality to set cookies.
 In [31], the authors proposed using Ardilla tool for the detection of the SQLI + XSS attack. It has two modes to
check the validity of the attack i.e. strict mode and lenient mode. Ardilla Tool uses Taint Based approaches and
static analysis techniques, in this if the preconditions are not met, it will suggest filters and other sanitization
methods in order to fulfill the precondition which is the requirement for the detection of a vulnerability.
 In [32], the authors developed a Session Shield, which is light weight client side protection mechanism, in order
to prevent the DNS Hijacking attack.
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VI. EVALUATION
As mention in Section IV, SQLIA is categorized into (classical and modern) types, we use them to evaluate the
effectiveness of the techniques and tools which are used for detection and prevention of SQLIA (see Section V).
Thus, in this section we follow the same procedure that is followed by [5] to evaluate the impact of techniques
(mentioned in Section V-A) against classical types and modern types of SQLIA as demonstrated in the Table1. In
Table 1 ,The symbol “” is used for technique that can successfully stop all attacks of that type, where the symbol
“×” is used for technique that is not able to stop attacks of that type, and the symbol “+” refers to technique that
partially stops the attack because of limitations of the underlying approach. As mention in [5], only few of detection
and prevention techniques are implemented practically, thereby the results mentioned in Table 1 is based on
analytical evaluation rather than empirical result.
Moreover, in Section V-B, we discussed the different techniques and tools that are used in order to detect and
prevent modern types of SQLIA, thus, it is worthwhile to evaluate these techniques based on whether that technique
is used to detect the attack only or prevent the attack only or it is needed to other methods to complete its action as
mention in [8].
In Table 2 we use symbol () for showing that the technique is used for both Detection and Prevention in respect
with the modern type of SQL Injections. The letter (D) is used for showing that it is only used for the Detection
mechanism. The letter (P) is used for only prevention mechanism. The symbol times (x) is used to depict that
techniques or tools does not correspond for the modern SQL Injection (In terms of Prevention and Detection). The
symbol (+) depicts the incompleteness which means other method has to be applied in order to achieve complete
detection and prevention.
Table 1: Comparison of Detection and Prevention Techniques, mention in Section (V-A), with Respect to SQLIA Types
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Incorrect
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Query
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Table 2: Comparison of Detection and Prevention Techniques, mention in Section (V-B), with Respect to Modern Types of SQLIA.

Fast Flux
SQLIA

SQLI+
XSS

SQLI + DNS
Hijacking

SQLIA using
Cross Domain
Policies

SQLI +
DDos

SQLI + Insufficient
Authentication

D



D







D







D



SQLMap [28]



D

+



D

D

Crypto-Graphical
Hash Function [29]











P

Noxes tool [30]



+



P





Ardilla tool [31]



D



D





Session Shield [32]





+





+

Techniques
Fast Flux Monitor
[26]
Machine learning
methods [27]

VII. CONCLUSION
It is obvious from above discussion and analysis that SQLIAs are one of the most threat to the applications,
whether they are web, mobile or desktop applications, that are connected to the database. In this paper we have
surveyed the most popular existing attack issues, which is SQLIA. Also we have presented a survey report on
classical and modern types of SQLIA, their working methods, and detection and prevention techniques against
classical and modern types of that attack. For evaluation, we compare the detection and prevention techniques in
terms of their ability to detect the attack, or prevent the attack or partially stop the attack. Regarding the results, the
efficiency of some techniques should be improved to overcome the SQLIA.
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